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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Continental Office Relocates Pittsburgh Office to Trend-Setting Lawrenceville
New studio provides superior associate experience and has ties back to local community
Pittsburgh, PA – Continental Office this week announced they have relocated their studio to the
bustling community of Lawrenceville. Called a “go-to destination” by the New York Times,
Lawrenceville is home to galleries, restaurants, boutiques, historic landmarks and industrial-era
architecture. Continental’s associates and customers will be able to experience this wonderful
community vibe at 5149 Butler Street just between Central and Upper Lawrenceville, in their 2,900
square foot, three-level space.
“We’re intrigued with the vibrancy and the architecture in the
neighborhood. It’s a very welcoming environment that helps us show
our clients and customers how we work and think about work in a real
world environment,” said Kyle Johnson, President and COO. “This is
a living breathing example of how to provide choice and flexibility to
associates. It helps us display how the work environment is truly a
catalyst to productivity.”
The new studio gives associates a positive, more human-centric
experience through furniture, branding, walls and flooring options. It
also inspires visitors and clients so they see what’s possible for their
own space and business goals all while visiting “America’s #1 coolest
neighborhood,” according to Time.com and Money Magazine.
“How wonderful is it when you can take the bones of the original
structure, and work in all modern mechanicals from electrical to
HVAC?,” said Nick Magoto, EVP, Design. “We just love the culture
and the history of the city. We were attracted to the character of the
space with everything from the repurposed barn wood floors to the
custom iron staircase. I especially like keeping the intent of the
original structure.”
The flexible office space will have exposed brick walls and ductwork with all new mechanicals
and LED lighting. Herman Miller products will be on display with a lot of height adjustable options.
As a nod to the city and culture, the interior will have Continental Office branded elements with a
nod to Andy Warhol, as well as a mention of the famous parking chair.
Currently in Pittsburgh, Continental has more than 30 employees in two facilities: Pittsburgh
Studio (2,900 square feet) and their flooring and operations facility in Neville Island (35,900
square feet).
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About Continental Office
Since 1939, we’ve been creating memorable experiences through the delivery of
intentional spaces and inspiring our clients and partners to change the way they work
and think. We’re experts in delivering customized solutions based on our clients’
business goals. Our creative process ensures that we address every detail to deliver the
best furniture, floors, concrete finishes, prefab construction, walls, branding, and
services every time. Our team of 250+ creative problem solvers bring new ideas to life
in three locations: Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Toledo. We push ourselves to explore
new possibilities and create customized solutions for any challenge. This resourceful
approach allows us to find solutions others can’t.
For more information, please visit continentaloffice.com

